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Foglizzo is an Italian company 
that for over three generations has been
producing high quality leather for clients
requiring exclusivity and customisation
in a wide variety of applications.
We are driven by a culture of excellence
with unrivalled artisanal and technical
skills, and a profound understanding
of our customers’ needs.

Founded in Turin in 1921, initially
as a supplier of high-quality leather
for furniture and fashion, Foglizzo 
has diversified in the ensuing decades.
Our products are now delivered worldwide,
but we resolutely remain a family company
and although we still supply premium
automotive leather we are also a leading
player in the aviation, yachting, hospitality,
residential and contract sectors.

Our heritage

Whatever the application, we are able
to meet our costumers’ demand for leather
creations in which quality, creativity
and authenticity are vital ingredients.

2021 has been our centenary year.
Many of the traditional handcrafted
processes we use to create our leathers
are much the same as they were 100 years
ago, but we aim to connect the past,
present and future by embracing 
advanced technologies to achieve 
new designs and finishes once 
thought impossible.
Our century-old heritage continues 
to thrive today thanks to the efforts 
of a young, talented team of craftsmen 
and women who embrace the use 
of avant-garde technologies to produce 
beautiful, innovative and contemporary 
solutions.

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Rectangular placemat

MONDRIAN
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The Mondrian placemat is made 
of the highest quality Foglizzo leather 
to give your table setting a graceful sense 
of style and luxury. 

Its design is influenced by the abstract art 
of Piet Mondrian, featuring geometric lines 
and bold, vibrant colors.  

Stylish and simple, it coordinates 
with the matching coasters 
and napkin rings and it is available 
both in a rectangular, oval, capsule, 
and round version. 

Rectangular placemat

MONDRIAN

www.hom
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0044DSTATORMA00
0,6 (2pz)

52 x 40 h 5 / 20’’ x 14’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

0,8 cm / 0,3’’

36
 c

m
 / 

14
,2

’’

50 cm / 19,7’’

Spritz Orange
-

Luna White

Cedro Yellow
-

Luna White

Amalfi Blue
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige
-

Luna White

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White

Agave Green
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
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Oval placemat

MONDRIAN
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The Mondrian placemat is made 
of the highest quality Foglizzo leather 
to give your table setting a graceful sense 
of style and luxury. 

Its design is influenced by the abstract art 
of Piet Mondrian, featuring geometric lines 
and bold, vibrant colors.  

Stylish and simple, it coordinates 
with the matching coasters 
and napkin rings and it is available 
both in a rectangular, oval, capsule, 
and round version. 

Oval placemat

MONDRIAN

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0045DSTATOOMA00
0,6 (2pz)

52 x 40 h 5 / 20’’ x 14’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

36
 c

m
 / 

14
,2

’’

50 cm / 19,7’’0,8 cm / 0,3’’

Spritz Orange
-

Luna White

Cedro Yellow
-

Luna White

Amalfi Blue
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige
-

Luna White

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White

Agave Green
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Capsule placemat

MONDRIAN
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The Mondrian placemat is made 
of the highest quality Foglizzo leather 
to give your table setting a graceful sense 
of style and luxury. 

Its design is influenced by the abstract art 
of Piet Mondrian, featuring geometric lines 
and bold, vibrant colors.  

Stylish and simple, it coordinates 
with the matching coasters 
and napkin rings and it is available 
both in a rectangular, oval, capsule, 
and round version. 

Capsule placemat

MONDRIAN

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0279XXTATOOLAXX
0,6 (2pz)

52 x 40 h 5 / 20’’ x 14’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

36
 c

m
 / 

14
,2

’’

50 cm / 19,7’’0,8 cm / 0,3’’

Spritz Orange
-

Luna White

Cedro Yellow
-

Luna White

Amalfi Blue
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige
-

Luna White

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White

Agave Green
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Round placemat

MONDRIAN
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The Mondrian placemat is made 
of the highest quality Foglizzo leather 
to give your table setting a graceful sense 
of style and luxury. 

Its design is influenced by the abstract art 
of Piet Mondrian, featuring geometric lines 
and bold, vibrant colors.  

Stylish and simple, it coordinates 
with the matching coasters 
and napkin rings and it is available 
both in a rectangular, oval, capsule, 
and round version. 

Round placemat

MONDRIAN

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0292DSTATOTMAXX
0,6 (2pz)

52 x 40 h 5 / 20’’ x 14’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

36
 c

m
 / 

14
,2

’’

36 cm / 14,2’’0,8 cm / 0,3’’

Spritz Orange
-

Luna White

Cedro Yellow
-

Luna White

Amalfi Blue
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige
-

Luna White

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White

Agave Green
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Soft capsule placemat

DALÌ
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The soft placemat inspired by Dalí’s 
melting clocks is a work of art 
for your table. Made with high-quality 
leather, it offers comfort and originality.

This placemat combines elegance 
and creativity, fitting for any occasion 
and adds a touch of eccentricity.  

Stylish and simple, it coordinates 
with the matching coasters and napkin 
rings and it is available both in an oval 
and round version. 

Soft capsule placemat

DALÌ

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0395XXTATOOLAXX
0,6 (2pz)

52 x 40 h 5 / 20’’ x 14’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

0,3 cm / 0,1’’

36
 c

m
 / 

14
,2

’’

50 cm / 19,7’’

Cappuccino Beige 
-

Luna White

Spritz Orange 
- 

Cappuccino Beige

Amalfi Blue 
- 

Cedro Yellow

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White 

Agave Green
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Soft round placemat

DALÌ
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The soft placemat inspired by Dalí’s 
melting clocks is a work of art 
for your table. Made with high-quality 
leather, it offers comfort and originality.

This placemat combines elegance 
and creativity, fitting for any occasion 
and adds a touch of eccentricity.  

Stylish and simple, it coordinates 
with the matching coasters and napkin 
rings and it is available both in an oval 
and round version. 

Soft round placemat

DALÌ

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0393DSTATOTMAXX
0,6 (2pz)

52 x 40 h 5 / 20’’ x 14’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

0,3 cm / 0,1’’

36
 c

m
 / 

14
,2

’’

36 cm / 14,2’’

Cappuccino Beige 
-

Luna White

Spritz orange 
- 

Cappuccino Beige

Amalfi Blue 
- 

Cedro Yellow

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White 

Agave Green
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
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Round coasters

MONDRIAN
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Round coasters

MONDRIAN

The Mondrian-inspired coasters 
are the epitome of art and design 
for your table. 

Crafted with high-quality leather, 
they showcase the distinctive geometric 
precision and bold color palette found 
in Mondrian’s works. 

These rigid coasters are available 
in both square and round versions, 
with or without coaster holders, to cater 
to your personal preferences. www.hom

e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0159DSTACHTMK00
0,25

10 x 10 h 7 / 4’’ x 4’’ h 2,8’’

9,
5 

cm
 / 

3,
7’

’

9,5 cm / 3,7’’0,6 cm / 0,2’’

Spritz Orange
-

Luna White

Cedro Yellow
-

Luna White

Amalfi Blue
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige
-

Luna White

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White

Agave Green
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Round coasters Flat set

MONDRIAN

25
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Round coasters Flat set

MONDRIAN

The Mondrian-inspired coasters 
are the epitome of art and design 
for your table. 

Crafted with high-quality leather, 
they showcase the distinctive geometric 
precision and bold color palette found 
in Mondrian’s works. 

These rigid coasters are available 
in both square and round versions, 
with or without coaster holders, to cater 
to your personal preferences. www.hom

e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0385DSTACHQMK00
0,25

4
,5

 c
m

 / 
1,8

’’

10
,5

 c
m

 / 
4

,1’
’

10,5 cm / 4,1’’

10 x 10 h 7 / 4’’ x 4’’ h 2,8’’

Spritz Orange
-

Luna White

Cedro Yellow
-

Luna White

Amalfi Blue
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige
-

Luna White

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White

Agave Green
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Square coasters

MONDRIAN
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Square coasters

MONDRIAN

The Mondrian-inspired coasters 
are the epitome of art and design 
for your table. 

Crafted with high-quality leather, 
they showcase the distinctive geometric 
precision and bold color palette found 
in Mondrian’s works. 

These rigid coasters are available 
in both square and round versions, 
with or without coaster holders, to cater 
to your personal preferences. www.hom

e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0105DSTACHQMK00
0,25

10 x 10 h 7 / 4’’ x 4’’ h 2,8’’

9,
5 

cm
 / 

3,
7’

’

9,5 cm / 3,7’’0,6 cm / 0,2’’

Spritz Orange
-

Luna White

Cedro Yellow
-

Luna White

Amalfi Blue
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige
-

Luna White

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White

Agave Green
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Square coasters Flat set

MONDRIAN
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Square coasters Flat set

MONDRIAN

The Mondrian-inspired coasters 
are the epitome of art and design 
for your table. 

Crafted with high-quality leather, 
they showcase the distinctive geometric 
precision and bold color palette found 
in Mondrian’s works. 

These rigid coasters are available 
in both square and round versions, 
with or without coaster holders, to cater 
to your personal preferences. www.hom

e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0389DSTACHQMA00
0,25

10 x 10 h 7 / 4’’ x 4’’ h 2,8’’

9,
5 

cm
 / 

3,
7’

’

9,5 cm / 3,7’’

4
,5

 c
m

 / 
1,8

’’

Spritz Orange
-

Luna White

Cedro Yellow
-

Luna White

Amalfi Blue
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige
-

Luna White

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White

Agave Green
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Soft round coaster

DALÌ

34
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The round soft coasters are part 
of the Dalí collection. 

Crafted with high-quality leather, 
they offer luxury and comfort, 
making a statement of style and 
sophistication for your table. 
Created through a careful selection 
of colors, they exude unparalleled elegance. 

Available with or without flat or arch coaster 
holders, they add a touch of surrealism 
and unique style to your table. 

Soft round coaster

DALÌ

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Cappuccino Beige 
-

Luna White

Spritz orange 
- 

Cappuccino Beige

Amalfi Blue 
- 

Cedro Yellow

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0083DSTACHTMK00
0,25

9,
5 

cm
 / 

3,
7’

’

9,5 cm / 3,7’’

10 x 10 h 7 / 4’’ x 4’’ h 2,8’’

0,3 cm / 0,1’’

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White 

Agave Green
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Soft round coasters (6 pcs) Flat set

DALÌ

37
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Soft round coasters (6 pcs) Flat set

DALÌ

The round soft coasters are part 
of the Dalí collection. 

Crafted with high-quality leather, 
they offer luxury and comfort, 
making a statement of style and 
sophistication for your table. 
Created through a careful selection 
of colors, they exude unparalleled elegance. 

This flat coaster holders adds a touch 
of surrealism and unique style to your table. www.hom

e-yacht.com
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0384DSTACHTMA00
0,25

2,
5 

cm
 / 

1’’

10
,5

 c
m

 / 
4

,1’
’

10,5 cm / 4,1’’

10 x 10 h 7 / 4’’ x 4’’ h 2,8’’

Pietra Grey
-

Luna White 

Agave Green
-

Luna White

Luna White
-

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige 
-

Luna White

Spritz orange 
- 

Cappuccino Beige

Amalfi Blue 
- 

Cedro Yellow

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Soft round coasters (6 pcs) Arch set

DALÌ

40
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Soft round coasters (6 pcs) Arch set

DALÌ

The round soft coasters are part 
of the Dalí collection. 

Crafted with high-quality leather, 
they offer luxury and comfort, 
making a statement of style and 
sophistication for your table. 
Created through a careful selection 
of colors, they exude unparalleled elegance. 

This arch coaster holders adds a touch 
of surrealism and unique style to your table. www.hom

e-yacht.com
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Cappuccino Beige 
-

Luna White

Spritz Orange 
- 

Cappuccino Beige

Amalfi Blue 
- 

Cedro Yellow

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0386DSTACHTMA00
0,25

10 x 10 h 7 / 4’’ x 4’’ h 2,8’’

5 
cm

 / 
2’

’

10
,5

 c
m

 / 
4

,1’
’

10,5 cm / 4,1’’

Also available in 
• Luna White - Luna White
• Pietra Grey - Luna White
• Agave Green - Luna White

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Napkin ring (2 pcs)

MADELEINE

43
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The simple napkin holder adds a striking 
accent to both modern and classic tables.

The simple silhouette is crafted 
from stainless steel, partially covered 
with exclusive Foglizzo leather.

Napkin ring (2 pcs)

MADELEINE

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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dimensions

Spritz orange Cedro Yellow Amalfi Blue

Luna White Cappuccino Beige Pietra Grey Agave Green

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0052DSTANR00AF0
0,1 (2pz)

10 x 5 h 5 / 4’’ x 2’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

3 
cm

 / 
1,2

’’

5 
cm

 / 
2’

’

5 cm / 2’’

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Napkin ring (2 pcs)

HEATHCLIFF

46
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A simple design that will add a refined 
touch to any table, this napkin ring 
is entirely handmade of Foglizzo 
aniline leather. 

Crossed to form the shape of the “infinite” 
sign and fastened with a metal 
stud in the center, this delicate ring 
will stand out around napkins in natural 
colors, providing a striking visual contrast 
and a classic accent to both formal 
and informal settings.

Napkin ring (2 pcs)

HEATHCLIFF

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

available colors

dimensions

Spritz Orange Amalfi Blue

Agave GreenPietra GreyCappuccino BeigeLuna White

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0053DSTANRINA00
0,01 (2pz)

10 x 5 h 5 / 4’’ x 2’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

4
 c

m
 / 

1,6
’’

4
 c

m
 / 

1,6
’’

10 cm / 4’’

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Napkin ring (2 pcs)

SHERAZADE

49
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Napkin ring (2 pcs)

A unique take on an everyday object, 
this exquisite napkin holder elevates 
any table setting with its charm 
and visual balance. 
 
The piece is made using piped leather, 
where by thin strips of fine leather  
are braided together to create a highly 
textured work of functional decor. 
 
This playful and elegant napkin ring 
will infuse creative allure 
in any modern table.

SHERAZADE

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0051DSTANRTRA00
0,02 (2pz)

10 x 5 h 5 / 4’’ x 2’’ h 2’’ (2pz)

3 
cm

 / 
1,2

’’

5 
cm

 / 
2’

’

5 cm / 2’’

Spritz Orange Cedro Yellow Amalfi Blue

Luna White Cappuccino Beige Pietra Grey Agave Green

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

available colors

dimensions

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Thermal carafe - small

BOTERO

52
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The high-end thermal carafe 
is the result of a perfect balance 
between polished steel and leather, 
making it an impeccable choice 
for those seeking the utmost in elegance.

Additionally, the carafe is equipped 
with advanced thermal technology 
to keep beverages at the desired 
temperature for an extended period, 
completing the blend of beauty 
and functionality. 

Thermal carafe - small

BOTERO

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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PRODUCT

PACKAGING

22
 c

m
 / 

8,
7’

’

13
,5

 c
m

 / 
5,

3’
’

15,5 cm / 6,1’’

code
weight (kg)
capacity (l)

size

0396DSTATCY0KXX 
0,93
1

15 x 15 h 25 / 6’’ x 6’’ h 9,8’’

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

available colors

dimensions

Spritz Orange Cedro Yellow Amalfi Blue

Luna White Cappuccino Beige Pietra Grey Agave Green

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Thermal carafe - medium

BOTERO 

55
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The high-end thermal carafe 
is the result of a perfect balance 
between polished steel and leather, 
making it an impeccable choice 
for those seeking the utmost in elegance.

Additionally, the carafe is equipped 
with advanced thermal technology 
to keep beverages at the desired 
temperature for an extended period, 
completing the blend of beauty 
and functionality. 

Thermal carafe - medium

BOTERO

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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PRODUCT

PACKAGING

25
 c

m
 / 

9,
8’

’

14
,5

 c
m

 / 
5,

7’
’

17,5 cm / 6,9’’

code
weight (kg)
capacity (l)

size

0397DSTATCY0KXX
1,05
1,5

15 x 15 h 25 / 6’’ x 6’’ h 9,8’’

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

available colors

dimensions

Spritz Orange Cedro Yellow Amalfi Blue

Luna White Cappuccino Beige Pietra Grey Agave Green

www.hom
e-yacht.com
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Tray

MODIGLIANI

58
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The Modigliani line tray is the result 
of a perfect fusion of high-quality materials 
and a modern aesthetic. 

It stands out for the presence 
of two simple strips of Foglizzo leather 
that elegantly cross it, adding a touch 
of warmth and luxury, 
creating a fascinating contrast 
with the coldness of the steel.

Tray

MODIGLIANI
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Luna White Spritz Orange

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0380DSVAOLOMK00
0,6

50 x 18 h 7 / 19,7’’ x 7,1’’ h 2,8’’

15
,3

 c
m

 / 
6’

’

4
 c

m
 / 

1,6
’’

46 cm / 18’’
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Wine cooler

MODIGLIANI

61
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The wine cooler from the Modigliani line 
is an elegant fusion of polished steel 
and Foglizzo leather. 

Its elongated, tapered shape evokes 
the graceful necks of women depicted 
in Amedeo Modigliani’s artworks, 
while the two leather strips embellish it, 
creating a captivating contrast. 

An aesthetic and functional masterpiece 
for serving wine with style. 

Wine cooler

MODIGLIANI
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Luna White Spritz Orange

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0374DSTACBYMA00
1,96

26 x 26 h 22 / 10,2’’ x 10,2’’ h 8,7’’

19
,5

 c
m

 / 
7,

7’
’

20
,3

 c
m

 / 
8’

’

24 cm / 9,4’’
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Insulated wine cooler

MODIGLIANI

64
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The insulated wine cooler 
from the Modigliani line is made 
of polished steel with a Foglizzo leather 
covering. 

Its minimalist design is inspired 
by African masks, a source of inspiration 
for Modigliani’s paintings, creating a blend 
of elegance and exotic culture. 

An ideal accessory for keeping wine 
at the perfect temperature with style 
and sophistication. 

Insulated wine cooler

MODIGLIANI
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Luna White 

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0376DSTAGLYMA00
1,2

15 x 15 h 25  / 6’’ x 6’’ h 9,8’’

12
 c

m
 / 

4
,7

’’

21
,2

 c
m

 / 
8,

3’
’

15 cm / 6’’

Spritz Orange
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Insulated ice bucket
Ice tongs included

MODIGLIANI

67
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The insulated ice bucket 
from the Modigliani line is perfect 
for a unique wine tasting experience.

Its functionality is complemented 
by a high-class aesthetic, thanks 
to the two leather bands that add a touch 
of luxury and sophistication to the ice 
bucket, creating a harmonious design 
continuity with the other elements 
of the Modigliani collection. 

Insulated ice bucket
Ice tongs included

MODIGLIANI
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Luna White Spritz Orange

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0378DSTAIBYSA00
1,45

14
,2

 c
m

 / 
5,

6’
’

12
,7

 c
m

 / 
5’

’

16,4 cm / 6,5’’

20 x 20 h 16  / 7,9’’ x 7,9’’ h 6,3’’
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Wine cooler

ESCHER

70
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The leather coaster set adds an extra 
element of design to a setting.

Each coaster set comes with 6 single 
coasters and a leather coaster
case for storage. 

The Bette coasters set has a square shape, 
completely cladded with genuine Foglizzo 
leather.

Wine cooler

ESCHER
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Luna White Amalfi Blue

19
,5

 c
m

 / 
7,

7’
’

18
,5

 c
m

 / 
7,

3’
’

24 cm / 9,4’’

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)
capacily (l)

size

0375DSTACBYMA00
1,11
5,5

26 x 26 h 22 / 10,2’’ x 10,2’’ h 8,7’’
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Insulated wine cooler

ESCHER

73
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The insulated wine cooler 
from the Escher collection combines 
functionality with aesthetic sophistication. 

The interwoven leather bands alternate 
with the steel, creating rhomboidal 
geometries that add visual complexity 
and evoke the sense of mystery 
and depth characteristic of Escher’s works. 

Insulated wine cooler

ESCHER
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Luna White Amalfi Blue

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)
capacily (l)

size

0377DSTAGLYMA00
1,14
1

10
 c

m
 / 

4’
’

18
 c

m
 / 

7’
’

10 cm / 4’’

15 x 15 h 25  / 6’’ x 6’’ h 9,8’’
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ESCHER
Insulated ice bucket
Ice tongs included
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The thermal ice bucket with a lid, 
part of the Escher collection, 
is perfect for preserving low temperatures 
while maintaining an artistic 
and captivating design. 

In line with the collection, it features 
interwoven leather bands that create 
rhomboidal geometries inspired 
vby Escher’s meticulous works.  

ESCHER
Insulated ice bucket
Ice tongs included
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Luna White Amalfi Blue

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)
capacily (l)

size

0379DSTAIBSFA00
1,26
0,8

12
 c

m
 / 

4
,7

’’

10
 c

m
 / 

4’
’

12 cm / 4,7’’

20 x 20 h 16  / 7,9’’ x 7,9’’ h 6,3’’
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Tray - small

KARAMAZOV
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Elegant in a living room to display objects 
or in the dining room to serve drinks 
and hors d’oeuvres, this rectangular tray 
is handmade of Foglizzo leather 
and will complement any decor 
with its modern and refined style. 

Available in three different sizes. 

Tray - small

KARAMAZOV
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Jade 02

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0003DSVAIMRSAB0
0,8

50 x 40 h 5 / 19,7’’ x 15,8’’ h 2’’

3,
5 

cm
 / 

1,4
’’

17,5 cm / 7’’

35
 c

m
 / 

13
,8

’’
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Tray - medium

KARAMAZOV

82
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Elegant in a living room to display objects 
or in the dining room to serve drinks 
and hors d’oeuvres, this rectangular tray 
is handmade of Foglizzo leather 
and will complement any decor 
with its modern and refined style. 

Available in three different sizes. 

Tray - medium

KARAMAZOV
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0002DSVAIMRMAB0
1

50 x 40 h 5 / 19,7’’ x 15,8’’ h 2’’

3,
5 

cm
 / 

1,4
’’

35
 c

m
 / 

13
,8

’’

17,5 cm / 7’’

Jade 02
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Tray - large

KARAMAZOV

85
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Elegant in a living room to display objects 
or in the dining room to serve drinks 
and hors d’oeuvres, this rectangular tray 
is handmade of Foglizzo leather 
and will complement any decor 
with its modern and refined style. 

Available in three different sizes. 

Tray - large

KARAMAZOV
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

0001DSVAIMRMAB0
2

45 cm / 17,7’’

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size 50 x 40 h 5 / 19,7’’ x 15,8’’ h 2’’
3,

5 
cm

 / 
1,4

’’

35
 c

m
 / 

13
,8

’’

Jade 02
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Tray and marqueterie - small

KARAMAZOV

88
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The Karamazov tray, expertly 
crafted in exquisite Foglizzo leather, 
is a work of art that combines 
the elegance of Italian artisan tradition 
with contemporary design. 

What truly sets it apart is the inclusion 
of an exclusive marquetry design, 
created by our talented design team. 
Whether used for serving beverages 
and snacks with style or displayed 
as a work of art on your sideboard or coffee 
table, this tray is destined to become 
the focal point of any setting. 

Available in three different sizes. 

Tray and marqueterie - small

KARAMAZOV 
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0383DSVAIMRSAB0
0,8

50 x 40 h 5 / 19,7’’ x 15,8’’ h 2’’

3,
5 

cm
 / 

1,4
’’

17,5 cm / 7’’

35
 c

m
 / 

13
,8

’’

Jade 02 and marqueterie
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Tray and marqueterie - medium

KARAMAZOV
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KARAMAZOV

The Karamazov tray, expertly 
crafted in exquisite Foglizzo leather, 
is a work of art that combines 
the elegance of Italian artisan tradition 
with contemporary design. 

What truly sets it apart is the inclusion 
of an exclusive marquetry design, 
created by our talented design team. 
Whether used for serving beverages 
and snacks with style or displayed 
as a work of art on your sideboard or coffee 
table, this tray is destined to become 
the focal point of any setting. 

Available in three different sizes. 

Tray and marqueterie - medium
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0382DSVAIMRMAB0 
1

50 x 40 h 5 / 19,7’’ x 15,8’’ h 2’’

3,
5 

cm
 / 

1,4
’’

35
 c

m
 / 

13
,8

’’

17,5 cm / 7’’

Jade 02 and marqueterie
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Tray and marqueterie - large

KARAMAZOV

94
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KARAMAZOV

The Karamazov tray, expertly 
crafted in exquisite Foglizzo leather, 
is a work of art that combines 
the elegance of Italian artisan tradition 
with contemporary design. 

What truly sets it apart is the inclusion 
of an exclusive marquetry design, 
created by our talented design team. 
Whether used for serving beverages 
and snacks with style or displayed 
as a work of art on your sideboard or coffee 
table, this tray is destined to become 
the focal point of any setting. 

Available in three different sizes. 

Tray and marqueterie - large

www.hom
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

0381DSVAIMRLAB0 
2

45 cm / 17,7’’

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size 50 x 40 h 5 / 19,7’’ x 15,8’’ h 2’’
3,

5 
cm

 / 
1,4

’’

35
 c

m
 / 

13
,8

’’

Jade 02 and marqueterie

www.hom
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Pen holder

ZENO

97
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The leather pencil cup holds pens  
and pencils while preserving  
the luxurious look of the desktop.  
 
The aniline leather exterior  
and the suede bottom give a tailored feel.

Pen holder

ZENO
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dimensions

Vulcano Grey Notte Black

Luna White

Cappuccino Beige

Duna Beige Balena Blue

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0036DSUFPPTMC00
0,4

15 x 15 h 15  / 5,9’’ x 5,9’’ h 5,9’’

8 
cm

 / 
3’

’

10
 c

m
 / 

4’
’

8 cm / 3’’
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Desk pad

MEDARDO

100
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This genuine leather desk pad 
is a luxurious leather writing surface
with functional side rails, built 
to fit mid-sized desks. 

The classic style adds an air of warmth 
and personality to any environment.

Desk pad

MEDARDO
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Cappuccino Beige Vulcano Grey Notte Black

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0040DSUFDPM0A00
0,7

45 x 65 h 5  / 17,7’’ x 25,6’’ h 2’’

4
0

 c
m

 / 
15

,7
’’

60 cm / 23,6’’0,6 cm / 0,2’’
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Desk pad

TRISTANO

103
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Tristano desk pad is the essential
accessory for your office.

Made entirely of Foglizzo leather,
it is the perfect combination 
of a modern and clean design  
and ancient craftsmanship.

Desk pad

TRISTANO
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dimensions

available colors

Each item of ours can be ordered with any leather finish of our chart.
Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors  
or changes are available on request.

Luna White Dune Beige Balena Blue

PRODUCT

PACKAGING

code
weight (kg)

size

0262DSUFDPR0AAX
0,7

45 x 65 h 5  / 17,7’’ x 25,6’’ h 2’’

35
 c

m
 / 

13
,8

’’

50 cm / 19,7’’0,5 cm / 0,2’’
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